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have the materials and devices that you need.
Look for Pico quality products at your
favourite store or visit
www.picocanada.com
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COVER
Don Nichol’s cheeky little
1950’s Dodgem Bumper Car
is a playful reminder of happy
times past. While Don is known
for award-winning restorations
that make appearances at
venues like Pebble Beach, the
Dodgem is something out of
the ordinary ...and wonderful!
Check out Royce Rumsey’s
article on page 24.
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e’ve had some very nifty stories on cars, airplanes,
boats, motors and even trains, but we haven’t
had anything quite as charming and off-the-cuff
as amusement park rides. Not until now! Sooo... in this issue,
our esteemed contributor, Mr. Royce Rumsey sent along from
his secret haunts on the left coast a wonderfully photographed
and conceived report on a fully restored and completely
operational... wait for it... bumper car! The blue beauty on our
following pages was lovingly restored and I guess you could
even say it was “hot-rodded” in that it’s been modified to
run off-track with the power provided by six, yes, six deepcycle Optima batteries. Now this is an electric vehicle with a
difference! YOIKS! Read all about it on page 24.

Race Cars Unlimited........................................Page 18
John Wright’s interview with Bill Brack

EDITORIAL ADVISOR
Emily Atkins

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT!

Happenings.........................................................Page 9
An update on selected events and goings on.
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Note from the Publisher

CONTENTS

opportunity to be towards the front of the queue. Couple that
with a bumbling delivery and implementation plan at both the
federal and provincial levels (at least here in Ontario) and we
are lagging behind the rest of the developed world in getting
shots in the arm.
Now, with that said, at the time of writing this (early March)
things are seemingly picking up. Vaccine doses are finally
arriving, although in limited quantities. Most, if not all seniors
in extended care facilities have been vaccinated and most, if
not all caregivers and healthcare personnel have been taken
care of. We still need to get the frontline workers and suppliers
immunized and we are just starting to get the seniors in the
general public vaccinated. The whole process is going woefully
slow with general reports both from the media and the various
PLEASE TELL ON US!
levels of governments saying we won’t have things in full swing
I’m also making an earnest appeal for you all to help us
until at least mid-summer.
boost our readership. While the number of “Moto/ology-ists”
What this bodes for the resumption of “normal life” is fairly
is growing, we’re still not reaching anywhere near the number
obvious, as there really can’t safely be a lowering of defences
of folks that we could or should. So, to that end, I’m making a
and a relaxation of restrictions on movement and socializing
direct, old-fashioned appeal to all our existing readers to please until a larger percentage of the population is immunized and
help us recruit new readers. Like an evangelist of old, please
this doesn’t look to be happening before the fall of 2021. Now
help to bring more into the fold! If all of my esteemed readers
if there is a sudden increase in the supply of vaccine doses and
out there could bring 2 more friends in and get them to sign up a rapid improvement in government efficiencies (that sounds
for their free subscription, we would soon reach the numbers
like a bit of a stretch!) for administering those doses, things
needed to allow us to bring our ad revenues into line. With
could get better sooner, but I think we’ll have to wait and see
that accomplished, we could actually pay our long-suffering
on that one. Governments have rarely been the shining stars
contributors and entice them into bringing us even more
of efficiency or capability. I mean, up here in Canada and in
interesting, unique and unusual stories of technical wizardry,
Ontario in particular, the government legalized marijuana, but
history and accomplishment. So please, beg, bribe, push, cajole, legalizing didn’t mean emancipation. The government in effect,
do whatever you can to get two or more of your friends to sign became the new dealer as it took over the distribution and
up – and if they tell two friends, and then they tell two friends licencing of the “industry”. Guess what, they’re having difficulty
and so on and so on...(Kind of sounds like an old 1982 ad for
supplying a quality “product”, they’ve lost billions of dollars
shampoo doesn’t it?)
and they continue losing money. I mean, how can anyone take
over something like that and not make money on it? Only a
The vaccines are coming the vaccines are coming! ...at
government could bodge up being a drug dealer.
least that’s what we’re being told. I see that in the US and UK,
Anyway, I digress. The reason for my rant is we, all of us,
the vaccination programs are well underway. In Canada?
are still trying to figure out our plans for the upcoming season
Not so much. It seems that for whatever reason, the federal
of boating, flying, racing and travel. What events will be able
government dawdled on the ordering and missed the
to go ahead? What travelling will we be able to do? Where
SPRING 2021
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Well, I guess that’s it from me, at least
for now... there’s some very entertaining
items to see and read about in this issue
and we hope you’ll find these stories
enlightening. There’s going to be many
additional, stimulating subjects in future
issues, but remember, we need to hear
your opinion on things, so please let us
know what you think!
Once again, be kind to each other,
keep safe and thank-you for your
readership.
Doug Switzer, Publisher
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Motor-driven News and Announcements

W

e’ve been appealing to
readers and any other
folks for just over a year
now to submit material to Moto/ology for
publication. It’s taken a while, but we’re now
seeing the start of a steady flow of articles
and other content coming in. I’ve noted that
a fairly substantial part of these submissions
are in the form of announcements. Now
that we see this trending, I figured it’s
probably a good time to incorporate a bit
of an “industry news” section — if you
could actually call what we’re doing here an
industry... maybe “interesting news” might
be a more accurate description. So, with that
thought in mind, here’s the first of hopefully
many interesting and though-provoking
news items the are relevant to all things
motor-driven. Reader’s comments and
discussions are welcome!

of Montreal’s Top Employers for 2021 by
Canada’s Top 100 Employers for the seventh
consecutive year.
“I am pleased that CN has once again
been named to this prestigious list,
especially as it comes following a year of
unprecedented challenges and changes.
Railroaders play an essential role in the
economy every day and this award belongs
to all of them. Together, we will continue
to build on the elements that make us a
top employer while continuing to foster an
inclusive, engaging and diverse environment
for everyone.”
- Dorothea Klein, senior vice-president and
chief human resources officer at CN

the reasons it was chosen as a winner,
such as, the employee and pensionerrun Community Fund, which has raised
more than $19.1 million over 10 years
for Canadian charities, as well as the CN
Railroaders in the Community program,
which provides grants to the non-profit
organizations its employees volunteer for.
About CN
CN is a world-class transportation leader
and trade-enabler. Essential to the economy,
to the customers, and to the communities
it serves, CN safely transports more than
300 million tons of natural resources,
manufactured products, and finished goods
throughout North America every year.
As the only railroad connecting Canada’s
Eastern and Western coasts with the
Southern tip of the U.S. through a 19,500mile rail network, CN and its affiliates
have been contributing to community
prosperity and sustainable trade since 1919.
CN is committed to programs supporting
social responsibility and environmental
stewardship.

The Montreal Metropolitan region is
home to a large portion of the Company’s
workforce. More than 3,000 of its employees

An interesting trend? It appears Tesla is still
making inroads into the high-priced market.

As a follow-up on our last issue’s article
about railways, this news release came in
and we thought it kind of fit with railwayrelated things.
CN RECEIVES EMPLOYERS AWARD
CN Named among Top Employers
MONTREAL, (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- CN
(TSX: CNR) (NYSE: CNI)
CN is pleased to be recognized as one
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are located in the area, either working in
functions based in its historical downtown
headquarters or in one of its many operating
terminals in the region.
Montreal’s Top Employers honours local
employers who provide excellent work
conditions and benefits to their employees.
This year’s winners were announced on
February 9, 2021 in a commemorative
magazine published in the Montreal
Gazette.
CN’s online profile details some of
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SWAPALEASE.COM RELEASES ITS
FOURTH QUARTER LEASE TRENDS
REPORT FROM 2020
Tesla and BMW Continue to Steal
Marketshare from High-End Competitors
CINCINNATI, OHIO (February 17,
2021) – Swapalease.com, the nation’s largest
car lease marketplace, unveiled today its
lease trends report from the fourth quarter
of 2020, offering insight and perspective
into the auto lease trends shaping today’s
automotive retail and consumer preferences.
The report looks at vehicle lease payment,
term, shopping consideration and driver
preference trends within vehicle leasing in
the fourth quarter of 2020. Among the most
notable trends, consumer searches for Tesla
vehicles on the Swapalease.com marketplace
increased 55% over the last twelve months,
among the largest increases by any brand in
recent history for the marketplace.
“The consumer demand for Tesla is
very real, and while Tesla doesn’t have

SPRING 2021

Tesla vehicles lined up at a Tesla charging station in Queensland, Australia in May 2020.
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

a traditional retail network, the vehicle’s
makeup positions it perfectly for a lease
environment,” said Scot Hall, Executive
Vice President for Swapalease.com. “As it’s
in the luxury category, many drivers enjoy
the ability to lease rather than finance a
Tesla. Furthermore, drivers feel the battery
technology is improving at a rapid rate and
enjoy the ability to change or upgrade every
few years.”
The report also illustrates where BMW’s
percent of total traffic reached 19% during
the fourth quarter, up from 17% during the
third quarter. Conversely, Mercedes-Benz
declined from 8% down to 7% during the
same time period.
Other foreign brands such as Honda,
Acura, Nissan and Infiniti also continue
to see falling search numbers in the
marketplace. While these brands have
traditionally experienced higher-thanaverage lease rates, they continue to
experience lower-than-average search traffic
and demand in the marketplace due to their
unfavorable lease and lease transfer policies.
According to the report, Americans paid
an average of $519.46 (US) per month on their
leases during the 4th quarter, down from
$521.90 (US) in the 3rd quarter. The report
also shows that the average incentive has
dropped from $583.65 (US) in the 3rd quarter
down to $545.66 (US) in the 4th quarter.
The complete report is available here:
https://www.swapalease.com/mediacenter/
articles/2021/Q4LeaseTrends.aspx

Win GD SCORES ANOTHER BIG
GUINNESS WORLD RECORD
Ship engine manufacturer WinGD’s
massive dual-fuel engine has officially
been awarded the “most powerful” status.
WINTERTHUR, SWITZERLAND
(January 28, 2021) – Since the first 12X92DF
engine was built in 2019, WinGD has been
confident in calling it the world’s most
powerful dual-fuel engine. Now it’s official.
The engine series has been awarded the
GUINNESS WORLD RECORD for the
most powerful Otto-cycle engine ever built.
Our friends at WinGD notified us of the
official Guinness award back at the end of
January. Moto/ology takes a closer look at
this giant ship’s propulsion unit as currently
being used on the CMA CGM JACQUES
SAADÉ container ship (Pictured Below)
– please see the article and more contact
information on page 68 of this issue. —ed.

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org

We have two new elements being
introduced in this issue of Moto/ology.
As you can see on the following pages,
we now have a dedicated column for
announcements of importance in
the transportation field and related
industries. Sort of. We intend this to be
a regular feature where our supporters,
advertisers, relevant businesses and
people that are involved in all things
motor-driven can inform the world
of their breakthroughs, innovations
and accomplishments – a place for
posting media releases and any related
information and news. This is our first
installment.
The second new element we’re
introducing is our reader response
section. I’ve been saying all along that
I wanted a spot where our readers can
voice their opinions, both good and
perhaps otherwise and hopefully spark
an interchange of ideas. If any of you
have any suggestions where we can
improve things, or maybe you just want
to tell us what a fantastic job we’re doing
and how this is simply the best online
publication you have ever seen – this is
the place to make your thoughts known!

SORT OF RELEVANT THINGS.

Photo courtesy Wikimedia Commons.org

will we be able to go? All these things
are still unknown at the present time,
so planning is still difficult, if not
impossible. I suppose all we can do
is keep calm and carry on, although
I know many folks whose patience is
wearing thin. So, just try to stay healthy
and safe, and here’s hoping we can get
this world back on track soon!
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READERS SPEAK.
Motor-driven thoughts and impressions

I

’ve been threatening to publish a
reader's comments section since I
started this venture over a year ago.
With that in mind, I figured this first year
anniversary is a good time to show what
the readers think, both good and maybe
not-so-good. I’m always open to suggestions
and we intend to make this a place where our
readers can express themselves — so with
that in mind, here goes!

be interested. Wishing you good luck in
growing your magazine readership.”
Ron Stein
Ontario, Canada

“The mags are terrific - racing, Donzis and
steam engines ! I really should have another
boat and my steam engines are HO scale !
Good on you - cheers!”
Gary Allen
Toronto

Hey Doug;
“This is a great project and I’m enjoying
every issue.”
Alan Ryall
Acton, Ontario Canada

“Hi Doug! A friend of mine, Bill Bovenizer,
who I think you know, made me aware of
your magazine. Up until recently he vintage
raced a Titan formula car. I really enjoyed
the first two issues, and subscribed. I’m a
Sunbeam Tiger guy, owning two, as well as
a ’54 Sunbeam Alpine. I put out a newsletter
about 9 times a year, purely as a hobby,
called the Canadian Rootes Report. The
group has grown over the last 6 years from
about 30-40 enthusiasts from the defunct
Sunbeam Sportscar Owners Club of Canada
and now includes about 260 Canadians coast
to coast, mostly Tiger and Alpine owners,
but also other Rootes vehicles like Hillman,
Sunbeam Talbot, Humber, Imp, Singer and
even included Commer and Karrier. I’ll
put in a plug for your magazine in the next
issue, as I think many of our group would
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“I truly believe that there are those out there
that wish they had something to contribute
just to be able to say they were published
in Moto/ology. You’ve done a terrific job
bringing this publication into the world,
Doug, and I look forward to seeing it
becoming a classic over time.”
Joe Campbell
Vancouver, British Columbia Canada
“Hi Doug. I want to support your effort
because I think it is a fabulous publication.
I will certainly do my best to bring more
readers to you. I am interested in taking out
a full page. I assume that the content can be

“Doug - I've finished the 72 pages of Your
Summer edition of Moto/ology and I have
but one word to describe it “Awesome”!!!!
From the front cover of the '53 Ferrari
through the spectacular pictures of cars,
motorcycles, airplanes, powerboats and
the in-depth articles about the courageous,
talented, gutsy and devoted men that
operated their “vehicles” — all is extremely
well-written and interesting ! Your “Farewell
to Sir Stirling Moss” is most intriguing!
Given my love of military history, your
article/history on the DeHavilland Aircraft
of Canada was of particular interest to me.
Their “wooden wonder”, the Mosquito
bomber was so effective in WWII, it is my
favorite bomber, even over the awesome B-17
& B-29. WELL DONE AGAIN!!!”
Jack Harris
Sarasota, Florida USA
“Nice stuff, Doug. Lot’s of work went into
that. Well done. We’ll talk soon.”
Andreas Trauttmansdorff
Cambridge, Ontario Canada

Photo courtesy Wikimedia Commons.org

“I finally got around to looking at the
magazine. Very impressive. I’ve mentioned
the magazine to a couple of my friends today
so they are going to have a look at it. I have
a few more people I know will be interested
and I’ll pass your info along. I have couple of
suggestions from the last issue that I’d like to
discuss, but overall a great job.”
Bill Bovenizer
Hamilton, Ontario Canada

Ron! Thanks so much for the “plug”! We
need all the readers we can get! We’d also
like to possibly feature a future article on
Rootes vehicles. They have a fascinating
history in automobiles and also in aircraft
and some other motor-driven things! - Ed.

changed for each issue?
Please, let me know the timing for the
provision of copy for each of the quarterly
issues.”
Cheers!
Bob DeShane
Lindsay, Ontario Canada
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With the coronavirus
vaccines finally being
rolled out, hopefully
we’ll soon be seeing
events coming back,
albeit with precautions
still in effect.
Compilation and photos by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher

H

eading through spring and into the summer months
of 2021, we’re hopeful things will soon be getting
much better as far as our social lives go. Looking to
the months ahead, there’s still hurdles to get over, but things
are definitely looking up. As we’ve all heard time and again, the
rollout and administering of the new vaccines is a blessed relief,
but we still have quite a way to go before “herd immunity” can be
established. Anyway, with hope and optimism, many events are
back on the calendar, some with adjusted time-slots, others with
certain restrictions still in effect. At any rate, it is encouraging to
see some light at the end of this gloomy tunnel.
As before, we remind all our readers that due to the unfolding
health situation, we do not guarantee any of the following
information and urge you to check with those who are putting
on these events to get the latest info. With that in mind, here’s a
bit of an update on a few select things!

THE LYON AIR MUSEUM
OPEN FOR SPRING AND SUMMER 2021
California’s Lyon Air Museum at Orange County’s John Wayne
International Airport have said they will be open as long
as conditions and the authorities allow. At present they are
remaining open with certain conditions being observed such
as social distancing and other precautions against the spread of

SPRING 2021

COVID-19. With the distribution of the vaccines underway, more
events should be coming so we urge you to keep checking with
them to see the latest info on what will be happening.
They have expanded their retail shopping facilities to allow for
socially-distanced shopping. Be sure to check them out for aviation
and automotive-themed gifts for all the enthusiasts on your list!
They are located at 19300 Ike Jones Road, Santa Ana, CA 92707 and
their hours, exhibits, admission details and complete up-to-date
information is on their website at: http://www.lyonairmuseum.org

SUN ’n FUN AEROSPACE EXPO 2021
April 13-18/2021
Shaping up to be bigger and more impressive than ever, the 2021
version of the Sun ’n Fun Aerospace Expo and Fly-in event is
going top be the spectacular event for this spring! The big show is
being held at its traditional Sun ’n Fun Campus venue adjoining
Linder International Airport in Lakeland, Florida. This giant 5-day
heppening is known as the season opener for North American
aviation events and it is the largest fly-in, airshow and convention
in the southeastern US. There will be literally hundreds of planes
on display including homebuilts, warbirds, classics, jets, military
and commercial aircraft. There will also be over 500 exhibitors
along with airshows featuring civilian and military demonstration
teams. This is an immensely popular and huge event so be sure to
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plan carefully and make any reservations
early. Watch their website for up-to-date
developments and news. Please check out
their website at: https://flysnf.org

THE CANADIAN
WARPLANE HERITAGE
MUSEUM
CURRENTLY THE MUSEUM IS
TEMPORARILY CLOSED.
At the time of writing this (early March)
Canada’s premier warbird museum is
temporarily closed due to a local surge in
COVID-19 cases in the Hamilton area and
the accompaying lockdown in the region.
It is hoped the situation will improve
within the next few weeks and we will keep
an eye on things.
When things are back up and running,
you can enjoy visiting the museum which
is located at Hamilton’s John C. Munro
International Airport in Mount Hope,
Ontario. See their website for the latest
status reports news and details. Note there
are also closures for special private events
so please be sure to check their website at:
https://www.warplane.com

THE 2021 LONDON
CLASSIC CAR SHOW
APRIL 16-18/2021
At our time of writing, the London Classic
Car Show is scheduled to take place outside
on the grounds of Syon Park, London,
England. The organizers are promising a
safe, COVID-compliant outdoor, covered
event that will feature some of the most
sought-after vehicles in the collector-car
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market. Cars will be on display and many
will be available for purchase privately,
through attending dealers or at auction, so
be sure to bring your cheque-book!
There will also be an extensive array
of automotive accessories and other
related products and services. Please be
sure to check their website at: https://
theclassiccarshowuk.com

KEELS & WHEELS
CONCOURS d’ELEGANCE
MAY 1-2/2021
The 25th Anniversary Keels & Wheels
event has been rescheduled from October
17-18, 2020 for May 1-2, 2021. The Keels
& Wheels Concours d’Elegance is a
weekend-long, nationally acclaimed classic
car and vintage boat show taking place
at the Lakewood Yacht Club in Seabrook,
TX, a bayside suburb of Houston. The
show attracts more than 10,000 attendees.
Keels & Wheels welcomes approximately
200 cars and 100 boats, and has raised
more than $1.8 million for local charities,
while drawing participants and spectators
from all over the U.S. and Europe. For
more information please visit their website
at:https://keels-wheels.com

by AmFirst will be run on the undulating
2.38 mile Barber Motorsports Park road
course near Birmingham. For the latest
information, tickets and directions, please
visit their website at:
https://barberracingevents.com/honda-indygrand-prix-of-alabama/

FIRESTONE GRAND PRIX OF
ST.PETERSBURG –
RESCHEDULED
RESCHEDULED FROM MARCH 5-7
TO APRIL 25-26 2021
Due to uncertainties with COVID-19 and
vaccine rollouts, the St. Petersburg event
has been put back and is now the second
race of the season with Alabama being the
season opener. The organizers say they will
operate under the established guidelines for
COVID-19 safety and have received approval
from government officials for 20,000
spectators per day to attend. As previously
stated, masks will be compulsory at all times
whether indoors or out and hand-sanitizing
and social distancing protocols will also be
observed. If there is any change in health
requirements, spectators and partcipants
will be notified. For the latest information,
directions and tickets, please visit their
website at: http://www.gpstpete.com

MOTO GP GRAND PRIX OF
THE AMERICAS
APRIL 16-18/2021
The Circuit of the Americas in Austin,
Texas will host the thrilling Moto GP
motorcycle crowd for the 2021 Grand Prix
of the Americas. This race weekend will
host the only Moto GP event in North
America in the 2021 season. Circuit of the
Americas offers exclusive ticket packages
suitable for all budgets and has fantastic
viewing vantage points and amenities. For
more details, ticket sales and up-to-date
status, visit the COTA website at:
https://cotaexperiences.com

THE 2021 105TH RUNNING
OF THE INDIANAPOLIS 500
MAY 30/2021
2021 will see the 105th running of the
Indianapolis 500 presented by Gainbridge

and it will be back on its traditional
Memorial Day weekend date. This
year’s event will see 33 of the world’s top
drivers running flat out in the latest-spec
IndyCars for 500 miles, that’s 200 laps
of the venerable track at some pretty
extraordinary speeds. Last year the race
ran an average speed of almost 158 MPH
despite several cautions and the polesitter’s qualifying speed was over 230
MPH! Here’s hoping this spring things
return to as near to normal as is possible
and we can once again enjoy this “Greatest
Spectacle In Racing”. To find out all the
latest information and reserve tickets, visit
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway website:
www.indianapolismotorspeedway.com

THE 2021 VARAC
VINTAGE GRAND PRIX
JUNE 18-21/2021
After being cancelled last year due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, this event
is now back on the calendar for 2021.
This magnificent Father’s Day weekend
spectacular is Canada’s largest and most
prestigious Vintage Racing event, held
annually on the fabulous historic Mosport
Grand Prix Circuit at the Canadian
Tire Motorsports Park facilities just
Northeast of Toronto, Ontario. A weekend
Superticket is a mere $30 CAD per person
and camping is FREE! Treat Dad to a
great racing weekend with the cars he’ll
remember! For tickets and more info
please see the CTMP website at:
https://canadiantiremotorsportpark.com/
pages/canadian-historic-grand-prix

HONDA INDY GRAND PRIX
DONINGTON HISTORIC
OF ALABAMA
FESTIVAL
APRIL 16-18 2021
Barber Motorsports Park once again hosts
the Alabama race which this year becomes
the season opener due to the rescheduling
of the St. Petersburg event. The Honda
Indy Grand Prix of Alabama presented
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MAY 1-3/2021
Dear old Donington Park in Castle
Donington, Derby once again hosts this
wonderful vintage racing event. Touted
as the largest and most improtant historic
racing weekend in the Midlands and one
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Thrashing about in the wet at the VARAC Vintage Grand Prix a few years back. Hopefully, with
vaccinations finally underway, we'll see some semblance of normality and the VVGP will return after
last year’s cancellation. Be sure to confirm all events with the local organizers.
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NEW Photo needed?

of the top European draws for all things to
do with classic motoring, the Donington
Historics has a huge line-up featuring
hundreds of cars including saloons, sports
cars, formula cars and more. The age of
the cars spans more than nine decades and
you can see them all out on the track and
on display over the three days. This event
aims to re-create the glory days of pre-war
racing at Donington Park, one of the most
venerated racing venues in the UK, if not
the world! Check with the organizers
regarding COVID-19 precautions. For
more details check their website at: www.
doningtonpark.msv.com/DP-20-Historic/

Murray Walker, OBE

1923 - 2021 97 Years old
I read Murray Walker’s book, “Unless
I’m very much mistaken…” A great read
by a truly fascinating guy. A World War II
tank commander and decorated veteran,
Murray had a short but successful career
in advertising before he decided to enter
into broadcasting. His first Grand Prix
commentary was in 1949 at Silverstone.
After joining the BBC, Murray found his
niche giving stirring commentary for
the Formula One races starting in the
1970’s then with ITV when they took over
the F1 franchise. He remained their F1
commentator until his retirement in 2001.
This is indeed sad news. F1 just hasn’t been
the same without him and now he’s well
and truly gone.
Murray was much loved by fans and
non-fans alike, owing in part to his almost
boyish excitable enthusiasm. Somone
once said his style of commentary always
sounded like his pants were on fire!
While getting caught up in the thrill of
the moment, Murray would often blurt
out something that was either patently
silly or something else that was just plain
wrong. He was never mean or nasty in
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On February 11 of this year, we were all
saddened to hear the news that Indycar racer
James Hinchcliffe’s father, Jeremy had passed
away. In the past, Jeremy had been an active
racer himself in several cars with the Vintage
Automobile Racing Association of Canada
(VARAC). He had shared racing adventures
with his son, James in their Lotus 7 at several
vintage racing events including an enduro
where they finished second.
Jeremy was a successful businessman
and founder of NOCO Fuels and an avid
supporter of James’ racing endeavours.
An amicable guy that enjoyed scuba diving,
motorsports, a good joke, a glass of wine and
above all, the company of his family, Jeremy
will be deeply missed by all who knew him.

Ludwig Heimrath

1934 - 2021 (86 Years old)
Legendary Canadian racer Ludwig
Heimrath Sr. was one of those larger than
life characters that leave a big impression as
soon as you meet them. Ludwig succumbed
to pancreatic cancer at his home near
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada with his
family by his side.
He was Canada’s first national driver’s
champion and the country’s first racer to
drive in a Formula 1 car (for Porsche in 1962).
He was fiercely competitive in every event
he entered. In 1961, he was one of the first
competitors to race on Canada’s then-new
Mosport circuit and he was the Trans Am
champion in 1977. Whenever I saw him at the
track, he’d always have a smile and friendly
“hello!” although, I’m not sure he really knew
me or knew anything about me. My only
regret is I didn’t get to know him better. Rest
in piece, Ludwig. – Doug Switzer

THIS ISSUE’S CONTRIBUTORS

Robert Ashby

1926 - 2021 (95 Years old)
Ashby always dreamed of flying and
wanted to be an aviator from a young age.
He went on to become the first black airline
pilot with Frontier Airlines, but before
that he had joined the US Army Air Force
in 1944 at the age of 17 and attended the
famous and celebrated Tuskegee Institute
for Flight Training. Upon graduation, he
was assigned to duties at bases in Japan,
but was refused acceptance by the all-white
squadrons there and when he was finally
accepted by the one black squadron in that
theatre, he was refused flight status. Ashby
refused to give up, however and carried
on with the Air Force, eventually flying
bombing missions in the Korean conflict
and he later served during the cold war
years, being stationed in the UK.
Ashby retired from the Air Force in 1965
and was hired by United Airlines, but not
as a pilot. He was relegated to duties as a
ground flight operations instructor and
became part of the team that established
the flight traing program for the Boeing 747.
After joining Frontier Airlines in 1973, he
was awarded flight status as a second officer,
becoming the airline’s first black pilot. Later
he was promoted to captain, a capacity he
maintained until his retirement in 1986.
Throughout his life, Ashby persevered
and remained committed to his dreams
and ambitions. He broke down barriers and
serves as a role-model to people both young
and old and of any race or background who
aspire to an honourable career in aviation.

Photos courtesy Wikimedia Commons

Jeremy Hinchcliffe

Good-bye 2020, hello 2021! Although this blasted pandemic is still with us, there is
new hope and several vaccines on the near horizon! So with renewed optimism, our
writers stepped up with some engaging and different stuff for this issue! Our regular
readers will know most of these folks by now so we’ll make these intros brief!

Photo by Tim Miller

these statements, they were just really funny.
These mis-statements became known as
“Murrayisms” and are the source of great
humour and delight to his many fans
all over the world. He was good-natured
and acknowleged his gaffes with selfdeprecating humour once declaring : “I
don’t make mistakes. I make prophecies
which immediately turn out to be wrong”.
His catchphrase, “Unless I’m very much
mistaken... I AM very much mistaken!”
are words that figured prominently in his
autobiographical book
Following are just some of my personal
favourite “Murrayisms”:
“...it’s raining and the track is wet.”
“...and the first five positions are filled by
five different cars.”
“With half the race gone, there is half the
race still to go.”
“The car in front is absolutely unique
– except for the one behind it, which is
identical.”
“…and there’s no damage to the car…..
except to the car itself.”
“This is an interesting circuit because it
has inclines, and not just up, but down as
well.”
And when sharing commentary with
James Hunt: Murray: “And there are flames
coming from the back of Prost’s car as he
enters the swimming pool.”
James: “Well, that should put them out
then.”
And my all-time fave: “Do my eyes
deceive me, or is Senna’s Lotus sounding
rough?”
Murray Walker was truly one of a kind
and will be sorely missed.
Rest In Peace, Murray and Godspeed!

Photo courtesy Legacy.com

Photos courtesy Wikimedia Commons

TIM MILLER
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Since the mid-1970s Tim’s been writing
about cars and was the editor of Wheelspin
News. His work has been published in
Cars & Parts, Hemming’s Motor News,
The Canadian International Auto Show
Program, and he’s also covered motorsports
and automotive history for the Formula
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Media Group. Tim was inducted as a
journalist into the Canadian Motorsport
Hall of Fame and comes to us after writing
for the Toronto Star’s WHEELS magazine
and Inside Track magazine. He’s also written
several motorsports books for Firefly Books
and Tundra Books.
Tim provides press material for some
Canadian auto racing series and facilities
and is a member of AJAC, the Automobile
Journalist’s Association of Canada.
Tim has covered many forms of racing,
car-shows and various industry happenings
and as we’ve said before, we’re thrilled Tim’s
a contributor and always love his stories.
In this spring’s issue, once again our
veteran contributor Tim Miller has stepped
up with a piece about the early days of the
Ford Motor Company and how Henry Ford
himself decided that the company’s first
foray onto the international stage should be
through Canada.

ROYCE RUMSEY

Royce has become our resident western
correspondent and is a prime Moto|ology
contributor. Royce’s skills with a camera
are legend and his seemingly unlimited
abilites include his inventiveness and
accomplishments in commercial and
industrial design. His beautiful photos
never cease to amaze all who view them
and his subjects are always sure to please!
This time around, Royce has sent us a

13

PETER VICCARY
JOHN WRIGHT

John’s back with another interview
with a legendary motorsport personality.
Another one of our established and regular
contributors, John Wright has been writing
about motorsports and related topics for
many years now.
John embraced writing after he retired
from teaching. He has written for magazines
such as Victory Lane, and interviewed many
motorsports celebrities and behind-thescenes personalities. John has covered race
events, auto shows, concours d’élegance and
more. On page 16 of this issue of Moto|ology,
you can read John’s interview with another
legendary Canadian racer and businessman,
Mr. Bill Brack.
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You all know Peter, he’s been with us
from the start and is one of our most valued
Moto|ology contributors. Pete's extensive
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experience in the club-racing and vintage
scene is coming to the forefront in this
issue. He relates the sights and sounds of
two competing racers going at it tooth and
nail and on three wheels in the sopping
wet – all from the very best seat in the
house, the seat of his race car! Read Pete's
take on Observing The Art Of Racing In
The Rain on page 34.
Just to recap Pete’s background, he’s
been a very active member of the Vintage
Automobile Racing Association of Canada
for years and has served in various posts
and capacities on the club’s Board of
Directors. Pete races his vintage Kelly
Formula Vee and his son has joined him
in the sport with their beautifully-restored
Zink Club Formula Ford.
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Pete’s interest in racing over the years
developed with an interest in photography
and he has a massive archive of shots to
back up his passion for the sport.
Pete and his son started an “arrive and
drive” Formula 1200 rental operation that
has evolved into Gladiator Road Racing.
After owning a series of Formula V’s
they decided to move up to the Formula
Ford class and bought their delicious
Zink Formula Ford. It wasn't always so
delicious, mind, it took some serious work
and more than a few hours of Viccary
expertise to bring the car to its glorious
winning present state. “I still own the
original Kelly Vee, but I’ve decided to
stand down from most of the driving
(temporarily at least) to concentrate on
Shane’s racing efforts. He now has two
sons who might be vying for a seat in a few
years. For me, racing is all about family.”
says Peter. I have late-breaking news as
well from Pete, it seems there’s another
addition coming to the family – actually
two additions that will be vying for those
limited seats! Better get yourself busy at
prepping those race cars, Grampy!
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delightful spread on something quirky
and delightful — a bumper car! Please
smile and check out Royce’s take on this
cheeky sibject on page 24.

KEN VAN WYCK

Our resident two-wheel touring
aficionado, Ken is back with us once again
in this issue with another epic journey and
his “Views From The Saddle”. This time he
gives us Part 1 of his extended western US
odyssey from a couple of years back.
This was an exciting trip over a few
weeks that took him and his touring

buddies all the way to
Nevada and back with
some pretty spectacular
scenic stops along the
way. This journey was
so involved, so long and
so filled with things to
see and do we reckoned
we’d better split it into
two parts. That way,
we figured there’s so
much to absorb on this
story we just had to
give you and ourselves
a break, that way our
readers would get an
intermission!
The first part covers
the outbound trip and
his experiences encountering prairies and
mountains. The second part will include
a dash to Nevada, Arizona and the Grand
canyon while taking in the fabulous 2-wheel
rally known as Sturgis. We’re sure you’ll
get a kick out of Ken’s trip and the sights,
sounds and experiences they had along the
way. Read all about it on page 42.
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RACE CARS
UNLIMITED

Qualifying photo from the 1977 Indianapolis 500.

BUSINESSMAN BILL BRACK HAS BEEN
RACING FOR QUITE A WHILE. HE’S
ALSO BEEN VERY
GOOD AT IT

The late Craig Hill (left) strikes a podium pose with Bill Brack
and an unknown associate back when they were running in
the Formula Atlantic Series together. Bill managed to take the
Canadian Driving Championship 3 years in a row against some
very determined and well-known competition!
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Interview by John Wright,
Moto|ology Contributor,
with photos courtesy of Bill Brack
and the Canadian Motorsports
Hall of Fame Archives.
This article originally appeared in
Vintage Race Car Journal and
online in Canadian Racer.

B

ack in the 1960s, if you raced or rallied an
Austin Mini Cooper, you would have met
and probably been beaten by Bill Brack. Bill
started out ice-racing his Mini and then purchased a
Mini Cooper from Gord Brown who was a salesman
at Ensign Motors, a British car dealership in Toronto.
As Bill raced, his Minis and Coopers grew in
displacement. Bill went from the early 850cc cars to
the 997/998cc Coopers then to the 1071cc “Cooper S”
and ultimately, the 1275cc Mini “Cooper S”.
Bill went on to own his own dealership, Sports
Cars Unlimited and became the Lotus distributor
for Canada. His Lotus dealings would result in his
moving up to a Lotus 47, a twin-cam powered version
of the Europa and from there to a Lotus Formula B
car with which he took the championship in 1967 and
in 1968. From there it was on to Formula 5000 in a
hybrid Lotus and then the racer’s ultimate dream:
Formula One rides for Lotus and BRM.
Bill went on to take three consecutive Canadian
Formula Atlantic Championships in 1973, 1974, and
1975. He left racing to pursue his successful business
career, and today, though partly retired he still makes
public appearances at some vintage events and enjoys
helping to promote several motorsports activities.
Before his recent sale of his dealership, his racing
heritage was on display in his showroom with his
winning Lotus 59/69. I’ll elaborate more about that
seemingly odd race car designation in a bit.

Bill Brack is an accomplished
Canadian businessman and respected
entrepreneur. He’s had a successful
career as an automobile dealer and
distributor. He’s also a skilled racer
and has driven almost everything
from Minis to Formula1. Some years
back, our John Wright interviewed
this fascinating Canadian sportsman.
SPRING 2021

The Castrol GTX-sponsored Lotus Indycar-based Formula 5000 car.

JRW: You are Toronto born and bred, are you not?
Bill Brack: I grew up in Toronto and went to Parkdale
Collegiate, which is not too far from my dealership.
JRW: You started competing in Minis in ice racing,
correct?
Bill Brack: I originally started ice racing in Minis
up near Huntsville in a company car. I bought my own
first Mini from Ensign Motors here in Toronto. It was
Gord Brown’s factory racing Mini 850. Then, each car
I had just kept going up in displacement from 850 cc to
1100 cc to the 1275S. That was in the early 1960’s. I also
became a salesman at Ensign.
JRW: However, you left Ensign fairly early on.
Bill Brack: I started Sports Cars Unlimited, and we
became Lotus importers in the mid-1960’s. By now
I had started racing a Lotus 47, a type of Europa but
with the twin-cam racing engine, and we were fairly
successful with it. Then I went into Formula B and
became the eastern champion in 1967 and in 1968. I
also raced lots in the USA and Canada in the Lotus 41,
Formula B. That was from 1967 to 1968.
JRW: Tell me how you made the jump to Formula A.
Bill Brack: We got a Lotus Indy car from Rob
Lamplough who bought many of Colin Chapman’s
Formula 1 cars. He’s mentioned in the book about
the Lotus 49. I was with Lamplough in Norfolk but
not at the actual meeting where Lamplough met
with Chapman. He bought several cars including the
Monaco winning Lotus 49 which Graham Hill had
driven. Then, Chapman wouldn’t go through with the
deal and it took Rob 15 years to get title to the car. At
any rate, the team had this Lotus Indy car and had it
shipped to Indianapolis for the 1966 race. They didn’t
need it as it turned out, and they shipped it back to
England. Here it gets complex. Rob bought the car,
17

and then I bought it from Rob. Now, what should we
do with this car which was designed for the four-cam
Ford Indy engine? I said, let’s stick a V-8 in it and go
racing. I had the Lotus shipped to the Lotus F1 shop,
and Martin Wade of Lotus did the drawings and made
a frame to fit the rear of the monocoque to hold the
V-8 because when used as intended with a stressed
engine, there was no chassis behind the driver.
I should point out that Lotus let us do all this in their
shop, and Martin Wade didn’t charge us a penny. The
work they did on my car assisted them in bringing out
their own Formula 5000 car the next year. Basically,
we built our own car in the Lotus shop. Craig Hill,
another Canadian racer, knew some guy in Detroit
who did dragster engines by the name of Landon, I
forget his first name, and we bought some engines
from him. We flew one of the engines over to England
and installed it in the car with the new space frame.
We now had a Formula A racecar!
JRW: How did your unique Formula A car perform?
Bill Brack: In one race, I had a tremendous dice with
George Eaton. Was he in a McLaren? I don’t remember

exactly. However, we had this tremendous race which
ended up with George spinning out. I went on to win.
That car never failed me.
JRW: You had some close calls in some of your races
in that car, though.
Bill Brack: There was a Lime Rock race. Another
driver ran into me and I flipped. I landed in a sandbank
upside down with fuel soaking me. My mechanic,
Doug Crosty defied the marshals who wouldn’t let him
cross the track, and he pulled me out. Remember, those
were the days when the rules for fire safety and tank
integrity were not as stringent as today.
There is a side story I should tell you as well, and
it deals with my Lotus 41 Formula B car. I met Dick
Smothers of the Smothers Brothers in 1968 when I
bought the Lotus 41. I first drove that car in England.
Then it was my first race with it in Colorado, out west
in a National Formula B race. I had never raced a single
seater before. The race took place in April or May and
there were over thirty racers there. I had difficulty
qualifying and ended up 23rd or so. Alongside me was
Dick Smothers in the same type of car. Later, he went

Bill at the wheel of the much-modified Lotus Indy Car that had a fabricated subframe mounted in the rear to accomodate the 5-litre pushrod V8,
thereby making it a Formula 5000 car. Bill took this machine to several wins and successes and also a couple of close calls!

Friend Phil Lamont inspects the entrails of the “loaner” Lotus 49 Formula One car Brack drove at the 1968 Canadian Grand Prix in St. Jovite, Quebec.
Bill had to surrender his good drive axles to his team-mate, some chap named Graham Hill when Hill’s units started to show signs of failing.

on to race in Formula 5000 and he had the same type
of car I did too.
JRW: Then you went to the Lotus 70 Formula A. Tell
me how you felt about the Formula A cars which had
all that horsepower.
Bill Brack: It was hard. I don’t know if I ever did get
used to that much power. The amount of testing we
did in those days was minimal. There really was not all
that much money around to do the amount of testing
needed to sort out a racecar like that.
JRW: Speaking about testing and getting used to a
high-powered racecar, tell me about the circumstances
surrounding your Lotus Formula I ride in 1968. It was
a remarkable situation, which would definitely not
arise today, is it not?
Bill Brack: Let me tell you about that. It plain just
wouldn’t happen today. In 1968, for the St.Jovite race,
Team Lotus brought over three cars: one for Graham
Hill, one for Jackie Oliver, and a spare car. I was the
Lotus distributor for Canada at the time, so I called
Colin Chapman. I mentioned the GP and the chances
of driving the spare car, blah, blah. The upshot was
that for a sum of $6,000 I would get to drive the spare
car. So, we then set up a press show at the Sutton Place
Hotel in Toronto, the week before the race, and I asked
18
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if Graham Hill could be there. He flew to Toronto
for one night, and you couldn’t have had a better
ambassador for the sport. He was a charming, affable
person with story after story. I hadn’t met him before
and while I’m driving him to the reception, I said, “I’m
really excited to be driving with you at St. Jovite.” He
looked at me as if I were on drugs. I went on with, “I
made an arrangement with Colin.” He replied, “What?
Not bloody likely, mate!” However, when I arrived at
the track, it was obvious that he and Chapman had had
words. Here’s how it played out. First of all, you’ve got
to remember that I had never driven anything like a
Formula 1 car before. I was told just to go out for five
laps of practice and that was it. Then I was told to go
out and do five laps in qualifying and that was that.
Obviously, they were trying to keep the car in one piece,
and I eventually started at the end of the pack. Jackie
Oliver was trying to help me as much as he could. I told
him that there was one corner that I could not take flat
out, and he told me the car could do it and that I had to
make the car do it. He said that once I have forced the
car to take that corner, it would be easier next time.
JRW: Well, there was more to it than that though,
wasn’t there?
Bill Brack: Yes. That year, the Lotus 49 had a
19

Bill ponders his familiar Lotus 59/69 Championship ride at the
VARAC Vintage Grand Prix.
Canadian open-wheel racing contemporaries Bill Brack and Gary
Magwood at a VARAC Vintage Grand Prix event.

weakness in the rear drive shaft. They had a tendency
to twist. There would be a vibration and then the drive
shaft would snap. My car was fine, but Graham’s had
that vibration. Over the night, the mechanics switched
the drive shafts from Graham’s car to mine and vice
versa. You have to remember that Graham was in a
tight battle for the F1 World Championship that year.
During the race, I noticed that my car was different,
but I passed a few cars. Then I was out.
JRW: Looking back now, how do you feel about that
F1 ride today in retrospect?
Bill Brack: It was a mistake because I had not driven
an F1 car ever before. By the way, Mario Andretti took
the car I drove and put it on the pole at the Watkins
Glen GP. Mario had driven a Lotus 49 somewhere in
Europe at least.
JRW: How did your BRM ride at the 1969 and the
1971 Canadian F1 GPs come about?
Bill Brack: Phil Lamont – a dear friend of mine, who
was the Dunlop distributor for Canada was also the
Track Manager for Mosport at the time, and he set it
up. BRM had a couple of extra cars and that was it. I
finished seventh at the 1969 race but it is not recorded
for some reason or other. In 1971, I went off at Moss
Corner and was unable to restart.
JRW: In addition to some forays in Formula 1, you
20

were also very busy in Formula B were you not?
Bill Brack: Formula B came in as the Canadian
Championship series in 1971-1972, I think. Brian
Robertson won in 1971. I rented a car and ran one race
in 1972. I had gone to the International Race Car Show
in London and saw the car mounted on the wall at the
Lotus display. Dave Walker had driven the car and had
won 23 FIII races. A year or so later, in 1973 I think,
I saw an ad for the same Lotus 59/69 in Autosport. I
told my mechanic, Doug Crosty that we should put a
twin cam in it. It was a F3 car with narrow wheels so
we put wider wheels at the back. To make a long story
short, we won the championship with it in 1973. Then
the officials changed the championship to the Formula
Atlantic series and we put a BDA in it and with some
STP sponsorship won the series again in 1974.
JRW: What was that series like?
Bill Brack: It was a tough series with many soon-tobe F1 champs in it, like Bertil Roos. My last race in the
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Bill enjoys supporting several vintage motorsport events. Here his
championship Formula Atlantic car is being displayed at the
Brack Classic Hillclimb a few years back.

A meeting of two high-profile Canadian racing personalities. Bill Brack chats
with pioneering constructor Bill Sadler at a vintage event in California.

series was at Halifax, Nova Scotia, and the Chevron
distributor came up to me and gave me a Chevron to
race. We painted it up, and in the rain won the race
going away. I think I lapped the field twice. The car
was that good. By now the Lotus was four years old,
and the Chevron was an up-to-date racecar. For 1975,
we ran the Chevron in the Formula Atlantic series and
won it again.
JRW: However successful you were in Canada, you
also raced in the USA Pro-Formula B series with some
success. Can you tell me about one of your races?
Bill Brack: In 1973, I took the Lotus 59/69 to
Elkhart Lake. There were 25 Formula Bs there, and I
had this old car which was at that time three years old.
22

Sharing memories with another legendary racer. 1977 TransAm Champion
Ludwig Heimrath poses with Bill at the VARAC Canadian Vintage Grand Prix.

They’re looking at the car and saying, “Brack what’s
wrong with you?” We were looking at the long straights
they have at Elkhart, and we had these narrow F3
wheels with the Dunlop tires from England, courtesy
of Phil Lamont. In practice, a brake line went and I
went off the track and tore up the suspension. After
some all-night repairs, we started last on the grid. It
was a rolling start. I don’t know if you know the track,
but you go uphill towards the start finish line, up a
slight rise, and you can just see the flag at the tower.
We came out of the last corner, and I passed 20 cars
and went into the lead. I never saw another car again
and won the race. It was the narrow wheels and tires on
that car that made the difference.
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Bill got his wish to race a Mini again when he drove Larry Coste’s delightful recreation of Bill’s 1960’s race Mini at a VARAC vintage event.

JRW: Something similar happened at the FB race at
Edmonton, didn’t it?
Bill Brack: Yes, in a Canadian championship race at
Edmonton, the same thing happened. We blew away
everyone and won the race. I had slowed down for
a yellow flag, and Bertil Roos passed me. I pointed
at him as we passed the tower. He was disqualified
for passing under a yellow flag. By the way, shortly
afterwards, they outlawed the narrow tires and you had
to have 10” fronts and 15” rears, but those Formula 3
wheels and tires were 8” fronts and 10” rears.
SPRING 2021

JRW: What plans do you have for the future, and do
you do any vintage racing these days?
Bill Brack: I’ve driven the Lotus 59/69 at local
VARAC events, but I’d really like to do a Mini next
time. (Which he did manage to do more recently,
in a Hot Wheels replica Mini done by Mini Cooper
racer Larry Coste). My son is planning on getting into
racing, perhaps in the Formula Renault Series when it
comes to Canada. We’ll see.
JRW: Bill, thanks for your time.
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BUMPY RIDE

RAMCHARGER! What vehicle could be more
whimsical and rekindle the bygone joys of youth
than your very own Optima Battery-Powered
Dodgem bumper car!

M

any a car enthusiast’s first time at the wheel of a
“car” was in a Dodgem—in some enclosed space
of intentional mayhem at an amusement park or
county fair.
While Dodgems were originally named after the objective
to avoid contact with other Dodgems (due to their initial,
somewhat tenuous build) that MO quickly devolved into
intentionally ramming other metal-room inmates bent
on impact destruction. Of course, all this banging and
bumping had great public appeal, so from their 1920 launch
in Salisbury Beach, Massachusetts, Dodgems “bumper cars”
became a staple of festivals, carnivals and amusement parks
around the world.
With bumper cars, inertia rules with mass and speed
being paramount. If there’s one guy in the world that knows
how to both build and propel vehicles, it’s Don Nichols.
This NASA Exceptional Service Medal-winning executive

Story & photos by Royce Rumsey, Moto|ology Contributor
24
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During their heyday, from the late 1920’s into the 1950’s, two major US bumper car brands were Dodgem
by Max and Harold Stoehrer and the Auto-Skooter by the brothers Joseph and Robert 'Ray' Lusse. The
Stoehrer’s Dodgem Corp. in Lawrence, Massachusetts installed its first bumper car attraction a few miles
from their shop at Salisbury Beach in Massachusetts in the early 1920’s.
H
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was responsible for launching and flying vehicles of considerable mass
(The Saturn V was 6,200,000 lbs) to speeds of over 17,500 MPH — far
exceeding the exploits of his ground-based vehicle brethren in the
performance car milieu.
Having garnered a record of three national “Best of Show” awards
in two years with the 1925 Hispano-Suiza H6B that he restored, Don
has recently turned his considerable talents and abilities to restoring
a 1918 Hudson, a 1946 Lincoln Continental Mk I, and this unusual
project, a 1956 Dodgem bumper car. When it came to powering the
Dodgem, Don wasn’t about to compromise and he reached out to yours
truly who then got him in touch with Cam Douglass, a VP at Optima
Batteries. Cam then graciously and generously provided the famed
“blue tops” seen here, along with with the necessary charging system.
In typical NASA executive fashion, Don then hooked up the quartet
of Optimas by pairing two parallel strings of two batteries to generate
text continued on next page...

I

t’s been said that the first “bumper cars” were
those of the “Witching Road” amusement park ride
introduced at Luna Park on Coney Island in 1909.
This ride however, didn’t utilize powered vehicles, instead
it relied on an undulating, flexible metal roadway that

26

moved in a wave pattern to propel riders along in lowslung, simple rolling “cars” that were steered by levers.
The ride was very popular and was soon installed at parks
in Britain and Australia. There is some very early film
footage of this ride that is extremely fascinating to watch!
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D

on Nichols is a man who
knows how to make vehicles
move. As a former executive
at NASA, the vehicles that he was
responsible for included the mighty
Saturn V moon rockets that reached
the astronomical speeds of more than
17,000 mph!

the 24volts and ample amps to
power the 2hp GE motor driving
the front wheel of the Dodgem.
The result is a Dodgem that goes
for hours at 12mph (over twice as
fast as your traditional Dodgems!)
giving Don’s blue-hued “missile”
considerable “escape velocity” from
any other approaching Dodgems.
Upon the completion of the
Dodgem, a photoshoot was
scheduled and Don arranged for
one of the members of his church
to sit in for the promotional photos.
Central Casting could not have
come up with a better example to
personify the boyhood enjoyment
of Don’s Dodgem. A shock of red
hair and a big, “let’s have some
fun” boyish grin made Nathaniel a
model that would have made both
Mark Twain and Norman Rockwell
very happy!

28
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Thanks to the Optima Blue Top’s
prodigious power, Nathaniel spent
a good part of the morning of the
shoot whirling around Don’s garage
in the 1956 Dodgem “Superfast”—
and in doing so living out a fantasy
harbored by millions of children,
both young and old.

SPECIFICATIONS
Optima-Powered “Ramcharger”
(1956 Dodgem Bumper Car
First made in 1920s)
Height: 30”
Widthe: 40”
Length: 50”
Motor: 2hp GE 24v Electric
Controller: Curtis model 1204m
(golf cart style)
Top Speed: 12mph
Battery configuration: 2 in series
on each side to give 24v with
2 in parallel for more amperage.
Driveline: no. 50 motorcycle-type chain
vertically driving direct to the front wheel.
30
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WE ENGINEERED THE QUIT OUT OF IT
At OPTIMA® we build and test every battery in the world’s most advanced facility.
Everything that goes in guarantees you get the most out — on the track, the trail,
the water … anywhere ultimate power, performance and reliability is needed.

LEARN MORE AT OPTIMABATTERIES.COM

A CLARIOS BRAND
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OBSERVING THE ART OF
RACING IN THE RAIN

Sometimes being passed by two faster cars
in the midst of a rainy duel isn’t necessarily
bad... in fact, it has its own rewards.
Story by Peter Viccary, Moto|ology Contributor

Pete Viccary tells us how much fun it can be getting wet!
Wistfully remembering back to those happy
moments and times on the racetrack is
something many folks who are involved in racing
love to do. It’s a special kind of reminiscing. We
all have our favourite experiences that we love
to revisit and live over again in our mind’s eye.
Pete Viccary relates a story of splashing through
the puddles and just marvelling at the sight of
fellow competitors doing the same thing and
also having a great time – not because they had
to, but because they wanted to!
34

A

uto racing is a pretty intense sport. It can be an
emotional roller coaster; the highs can be extreme and
so, unfortunately, can be the lows. The memories that
stay with you, from either side of the fence, can be vivid and long
lasting. You usually don’t see them coming, and they rarely last
more than few seconds.
I earned my racing licence at Shannonville from the Horizon
Racing School in April of 2005. By then I had already purchased
my ’66 Kelly Formula Vee from Doug Durrell. Good thing I
passed. The race school was great fun and very informative. If
you paid strict attention and applied yourself judiciously, you
had the formula for success, but the course was no gimme. Over
the years I have had many occasions to talk to friends who were
surprised to know that I actually race, and doubted that they
would be able to do it. My answer has always been that motor
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racing is a learned skill. Anyone who applies themselves
can learn how to race competently. They’re just not going
to turn into Ayrton Senna (or Lewis Hamilton, if you
choose). Anyone can learn a bit of guitar, but not too
many guitarists can rival Eric Clapton.
I know it’s irrational to have an emotional tie to a
machine, but the Kelly and I have a bond. My son Shane
and I have driven and owned a number of Formula Vees
over the years, and one Formula Ford. If a race car was
a cat, this Kelly would be close to using up its nine lives.
Let’s just say we’ve spent more money repairing it than
I did buying it. I’ve become a little less thrilled about
racing at or near the back of just about any race group,
but I can’t imagine anything that would make me part
ways with that car.
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Background Shot: A super-competitive packed grid and a summer
downpour on the pace lap, what could be more stimulating or exciting!
Main Picture: Wondering if it will rain, Nick Pratt sits in “Gidget the
Midget” on the mock grid at Canadian Tire Motorsports Park prior to
one of his VARAC Vintage Grand Prix sessions. Above: During a lull
between showers, author Peter Viccary gets a friendly talking-to by
race official Mike Nilson.
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fits for Mike Steplock in his “B” class Porsche 911. As I
explained earlier, I have learned to race competently, Shane
has talent; and was the cause of some (understandable)
consternation among drivers who thought our car was
misclassified. In the future the bracketing system would be
tightened up.
As race tracks go, Calabogie is a sight to behold. The
track is located about 100 kms. west of Ottawa. Coming
from the Toronto area, you approach from the south on
highway 511. A couple of kilometers before reaching the
town of Calabogie, be on the lookout for a sign on your
right. As you turn, there is a building on your left, then
just a hilly, winding, two lane road through dense forest
and huge rocks. You half expect a coureur des bois to jump
out in front of you at any moment. After a few minutes
you approach a rise and make a righthand bend and there
before your eyes is a paddock, and race cars. The racetrack
snakes off into the forest and rocks for an amazing,
intimidating, five kilometers, and twenty turns. I’ve never
been to the Nürburgring, but I’ll bet the atmosphere is very
similar to Calabogie.
Calabogie Motorsport Park is a 5.05 kilometer, twenty
turn, track possessing every conceivable type of turn
known to man. Spectating is a bit sparse, because beyond
the paddock there is no way to penetrate the hinterland,
Nick Pratt in his quick, blue Midget and Maryo Lamothe in his equally fast Mini-Cooper S lead the field through the wonderful “Quarry” viewing area
at Calabogie Motorsports Park. This was the race that would turn into a wet lesson in how to handle a soggy drive. Yours truly is towards the back!

Calabogie Motorsport Park hosted its first Canadian Autosport
Sports Club (CASC-OR) event, the Ted Powell Memorial Race
Weekend, on July 28-29, 2007. Shane and I entered the VARAC
Vintage/Historic race group, class “D” (the slowest). I would drive
Saturday (practice, qualifying and race one) and Shane took over

There’s a saying among Mini drivers that if you’re cornering on all
four wheels, you’re not going fast enough! Here Maryo Lamothe
demonstrates his 3-wheeled technique as he lifts the inside back
through the “Quarry” section at Calabogie Motorsports Park.

for Sunday (warmup and two races). The classes were selfdesignated and based, loosely, on potential lap times. I fit into “D”
quite nicely, lapping around 1:37 and about 19th out of 22 cars.
Shane by the end of the last race, had worked down to a 1:26.4,
finished 6th overall, beat all the class “C” cars, and was causing

Below: My vantage point to observe the action as I go through the
“Quarry” in my 1966 Kelly Formula Vee. Believe me, this is the best
seat in the house!

Here’s Maryo peddling his lovely Cooper S around the fabled Mosport Grand Prix Circuit at Canadian Tire Motorports Park during a VARAC Vintage
GP weekend. These summer events often get at least one rain shower over the weekend giving the participants both wet and dry track time.

36
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lap time and nothing was to be
gained by driving in that rain. I,
however, only had this one day
to play, and I wasn’t going to let
a little rain (well, a lot of rain,
actually) stop me, even though
I felt like I was driving a bath
tub and not a race car. I decided
to proceed at an appropriately
reduced pace.
And then it happened, that
memorable moment. Over
the years my mind may have
embellished the event, but I
hope it is something that I
will never forget. I came out
of the Quarry section, made
the left on to the front straight,
shifted into fourth (FVs are in
fourth most of the time) and
positioned myself dead-centre
in the track. I checked my
mirrors (I do that a lot). I was
surprised to see two cars side by
I’ve had other experiences driving in the wet. Here, I’m about to make my run “up the hill” at the soggy Brack
side, not far behind me. On the
Classic Hillclimb that was held on the Cobble Beach Concours weekend back in 2016. While not as intense as
left was Maryo Lamothe, a hot
wheel-to-wheel racing, even in a Formula Vee getting the power down to the ground can be quite a challenge.
shoe from Quebec, in his beige
and brown Mini Cooper. Beside him was
either on foot or by car. There is however,
you home, you can keep them. I pretty
one superior spectating area. Near the end
much cleared out Bill Vallis’ racing shop in Nick Pratt, VARAC’s gold standard driving
talent, in his blue MG Midget, Gidget the
of the lap, there is a 220 degree right-hand
Fonthill, Ontario.
Midget. They were coming upon me at an
turn which circles the base of a defunct
Anyway, back at Calabogie, the
alarming rate of knots (nautical term). The
quarry. Spectators can watch from the
Saturday morning practice was relatively
track is reasonably wide at that point, and
fringe of the quarry, looking down at
uneventful, if it’s possible to call any
straight, and I realized the best thing to
the cars, and back through four or five
twenty minutes on any unfamiliar race
corners. For the Ted Powell Memorial
track this challenging, uneventful. You can do was hold my position and let them deal
with me. Which they did in no uncertain
Race Weekend, we would be using the
always tell when a track session has gone
terms, Maryo on my left, Nick on my right.
Stadium, or East, version of the track,
well. When the drivers egress from their
Their little four bangers were screaming
which eliminated turns one to eight and
cars, they talk and laugh as fast as they
as they tore by me. Wow, that was cool. I
also shortened the track to 2.81 kilometers. drove on the track.
accelerated as much as possible, so I could
It also eliminated the track’s two longest
Clouds rolled in and the day got dark
watch the show.
straightaways, and so was the preferred
as we prepared for qualifying. Rain
Turn one on the short track is a
format for small, underpowered cars.
seemed imminent, but we took to a dry
sweeping 90 degree right-hander which
Apparently, on this weekend there were
track. I would say about halfway through
opens up to almost a straight section which
not enough trained corner workers to
our twenty minute session the rains
bends slightly to the right. Maryo and Nick
accommodate the whole track.
came. It wasn’t a drizzle which turned
went into that turn side by side, I swear
As I have mentioned, Shane and I split
into a shower, it was a full-on monsoon,
neither of them lifted. The cars assumed
weekends when we first started racing. I
instantly! It was if some one in those
their classic high speed turn-in stances.
would take Saturday and he Sunday, or
clouds had taken an enormous bucket of
The Mini, being front wheel drive, lifted
vice versa. We realized quite early on that
water and dumped it on the race track.
racing half the weekend didn’t allow for
The rain was falling so hard that the drops its inside rear wheel. The Midget planted
all its weight on its outside rear wheel and
either of us to get into any kind of rhythm
bounced six inches into the air off the
did its best to lift its front right off the
necessary to get the most out of ourselves
track’s surface.
ground. They scooted away from me, still
and the car. After the first season we
Most of our drivers discreetly turned
side-by -side, towards the complex known
started doing alternate weekends. Then we left at the pit lane entrance and headed for
as the Duck, so named because the series
started buying more cars… If they follow
some place dry. They already had a dry
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of turns looks vaguely like the
head of a duck on a map. They
shot away, negotiating the two
right-hand kinks that break up
the straight but don’t require
lifting, unless you’re in the rain
(it was monsoon-like, remember)
or you are Maryo Lamothe or
Nick Pratt. I chased hard as they
grew smaller ahead of me. Turns
10 and 11 (on the long track),
are known as Crown and Brow,
are about 45 degree rights with a
short straight section following
each. I tip-toed through Crown
and Brow and looked up and
“The Mosport FV Rowing Club”. Neil and Kevin Young in the Altona Formula V they rented from us for the
there they were… gone. The
weekend, Doug Switzer in his TSR FV and me, son Shane and our venerable Kelly Formula V all splashed through
gap had become so large that I
a moist couple of races at the VARAC Vintage Grand Prix at Canadian Tire Motorsports Park a few years back.
couldn’t even see them any more.
But it was fun while it lasted. It left a smile
surprised to see Christopher Robin and
down. They weren’t really racing at all.
on my face as I returned to the business at
Winnie the Pooh jump out from those
They were just having fun. I think I heard
hand, and an ever-lasting memory.
two cars. Then the clouds parted, the sun
them both laughing as they drove past.
Only two small-bore race cars could
came out and dried everything up.
You could tell by the body language of
create that kind of imagery. They were like
Maryo and Nick had nothing to gain
the two cars that they were doing it just
two four-year-olds in rubber wellingtons
from driving like that in the rain. Their
because they could. And I had a front-row
jumping from puddle to puddle during a
fast qualifying times were already set,
seat to a thirtysecond show that would
warm summer shower. You wouldn’t be
and the wet conditions only slowed them
last me a lifetime.

Home of the BRD F1200
Canada’s premier Formula 1200 race car

• Arrive & Drive Racing Programs
• F1200 Engine & Gearbox Builds
• Full Race Car Maintenance
For over 30 Years, Vallis Motor Sport has
provided racers with top-notch service, race
preparation, complete car building, trackside
support and FV/F1200 rental programs.
For your racing needs in Southern Ontario,
Contact Vallis Motor Sport today.

2205 Hurricane Road, Welland, ON Canada L3B 5N5 Tel: 905.384.0016
e.mail: williamvallis@gmail.com www.vallismotorsport.com
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EPICJOURNEY
WEST

Story and photos by Ken VanWyck Moto|ology Contributor.

View from the saddle: The Rockies beckon! - Part 1

I

t was mid-July 2013, and we rolled out at some ridiculous
hour in the morning ’way before dawn. The coolest place
to see a sunrise, is from the saddle of a motorcycle. My
longtime touring partner and I met at a local Tim Horton’s
doughnut shop. After grabbing a quick coffee, we hung out in
the parking lot assessing the day’s weather forecast. Eyeing the
horizon to the east we could see a faint turquoise glow of the new
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day’s dawn sneaking in ever so steadily. The morning was cool
but still comfortable enough to ride with just a tee shirt under
your leather jacket. We knew we’d have a mixed bag of weather
on this trip so we had packed for everything. We expected to
experience all four seasons in only 17 days.
Our main destination on this trip was to attend our favourite
motorcycle rally — the big one in Sturgis, South Dakota. Here
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you know everyone like a friend, brother or even family. The
rally is always held mid-week during the summer so that
people who come from all over North America are able to
attend with only using one-week of vacation time. Many, like
us, will include two or three weeks of touring before, around
and after the event. As luck would have it, this year Sturgis is
hosting their motorcycle event the final week of our trip, so
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we decided to catch that party on the way
home. We both prefer to take a different
route home any chance we can because
that way we get to see more of the world.
We plotted our route roughly from
Central Ontario, Canada to St. George,
Utah, USA. The only thing between home
and Utah that I would require, is a “threehole oil change” and a rear tire. Now, I
should explain, a three-hole oil change on
a Harley means the motor oil (and filter),
transmission and primary drive lube all
get replaced at the same time. I figured
by the end of day two I’d need to get this
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service done. I also knew I was getting
pretty close to needing a new rear tire
so by the time my asphalt eating, 2005
Harley Davidson Roadglide climbed a
mile higher out of the prairies we were
going to cross, I would be needing this
service on the bike. While en route, I
called ahead and booked an appointment
with the Mile High Harley-Davidson
dealership on the outskirts of Denver,
Colorado. They reserved a rear tire for
me and took my appointment with no
problem. I was feeling confident this trip
would indeed be epic!
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We had departed home base and rolled
on through some back-road routes, all the
while feeling the warmth of the glowing
sunrise against our left shoulders, we
soon found the Canada/US border.
Crossing into the US early in the
morning at the Niagara Falls/Buffalo
border was a breeze. Well, at least it would
have been except for my riding buddy’s
smart-ass answer to the question: “Are
you smuggling drugs, guns or anything
contraband”? To which he replied, “only
my dirty socks”. The Border Security
folks expect direct answers to their
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specific questions. Humour is not part
of their training syllabus. The young
lady directed him off to the side to
have a peek. She ordered him to open
the trunk of his 2011 Harley Davidson,
CVO Streetglide. Guess what she found?
Nothing. No dirty socks. No guns, no
drugs or any contraband. It was day one
of our trip...
As we rolled along west-bound we took
Interstate 90 around Cleveland to I-71 at
Akron and onto the I-70 from Columbus,
Ohio when the sky became cloudy and
a light drizzle began. Not bad enough to
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have to don our rain gear but just enough
to obscure our clear view of the road with
droplets of moisture accumulating on our
eyewear. Before the end of the day, the
rain clouds cleared and it opened up to
blue sky and blazing sunshine warming
our faces. With the sun dropping in
the west, we checked into our motel
rooms for the night. A successful escape
from our day-to-day grind at work
was celebrated with a couple of cold
beverages on the walkway in front of our
ground floor rooms, right next to our
motorcycles.

The next morning was warm and
sunny as we packed up. The continental
breakfast at our overnight stay was
plentiful but not outstanding. I had two
hard boiled eggs, a slice of toast, some
yogurt and took along a banana for my
pocket. It was certainly enough to keep us
going for the next stint on the road.
Our ride today would carry us west
past Indianapolis, St. Louis and through
Kansas City, over the prairies and up to
Denver, Colorado. Crossing the prairies
always gives me an appreciation for how
big and wide-open our world is. Fields
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of crops give way to forests and hills as
we began climbing over rolling terrain
towards the Rockies. Before long we can
see the mountains on the horizon as we
continue along I-70. We arrive at a hotel
just blocks away from Mile High HarleyDavidson in Aurora, Colorado on the
outskirts of Denver. We booked into the
hotel then unloaded our stuff from the
bikes. We were graciously allowed to park
our bikes under the portico directly in
front of the hotel’s main lobby. The night
staff promised they’d keep an eye on our
machines plus the hotel security cameras
added another level of confidence that our
rides would still be there come morning.
We had a good dinner at one of those
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chain restaurants one would typically
find next to a hotel chain, then we turned
in after sharing some beers and stories
from our day’s journey.
We had a slow and easy start to the next
day as we prepared to pack our belongings
and checked out from our room. There
was a slight overcast to the sky and it
was cool. Remarkably cool—as I thought
maybe due to the rise in elevation.
We arrived at the dealership before
they opened. Once I signed in for my
appointment, I was assured my tire was
ready and the staff were more than happy
to look after me by getting the service
done and the tire changed in short order.
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As I paced the showroom floor like an
expectant father the service tech came
out to tell me about a problem with the oil
plug and he took me into the back shop to
see. The plug thread was stripped. Now
this was my own fault really. I suppose
I had over-tightened the plug so many
times until it wouldn’t seal properly
so rather than replacing the oil-pan I
installed a Heli-coil. It had worked well
for a couple of years. Perhaps because my
motor had not really got up to operating
temperature for a proper oil change, this
time the Heli-coil had popped loose and
unscrewed with the drain plug. The Helicoil had spun out about only 1/8 of a turn
but this created a sharp protruding burr
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that was difficult to file or even grind smooth enough so as to
not rip the O-ring seal on the plug. The only proper fix was rip
out the old Heli-coil completely and replace it with a new one.
After a long delay they were finally able to locate a propersized replacement Heli-coil but not before I was ready to have the
oil pan replaced, if they had one. It would have been easy while
the back wheel was off getting new rubber. Eventually they got
the job done but the delay meant we were now on our way much

later than expected. We hit the interstate and headed west into
the sunset.
Riding into the Rockies late in the afternoon was empowering
in a way that’s hard to describe. Seeing the panoramic vistas of
ridges and valleys, we began to find ourselves in the shadows
of the mountains more than we saw the sun. We could feel the
temperature dropping with each vertical meter as we climbed
in elevation. We pierced through Eisenhower tunnel, descended

MOTORCYCLING
ADVENTURES!
New company offers all-inclusive
motorcycle tours!
A new start-up business based out of Ontario, Canada
is offering enthusiasts a drive with a difference! They’re
providing a “You-Ride” motorcycle touring service! The tours
vary in length and included in the price is a fully serviced and
prepared bike, preliminary instructions, seasoned tour guides,
meals and virtually everything you’ll need to enjoy your time
on two wheels exploring some of the most beautiful areas and
roads on the continent!
Watch for the Spring issue of Moto/ology for a report on this
intriguing new venture!
For information right now, contact Prestige World Ride at:
info@prestigeworldride.com
And check out their website at: www.prestigeworldride.com
48
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You provide the comfy chair

“

As we stepped out of our
room, we were greeted with the
sight of an amazing orange glow from
the sun against the mountain peaks on
the other side of the valley from where
we stood. Our motel was still shadowed
by the mountains behind us.

”

a long, steep grade into a valley town. Here we decided to park
for the night in Silverthorne, Colorado. It was getting dark and
the unfamiliar mountains are not a great place to be riding a
motorcycle at night. We found a Motel 8 with food and beer
nearby and settled in for the evening once again by sitting on
chairs outside our rooms next to the bikes. From Silverthorne
we would have an easy day’s ride to St. George, Utah.
The next morning was absolutely amazing in the mountains.
It was calm and warm with plenty of sunshine. As we stepped
out of our room, we were greeted with the sight of an amazing
orange glow from the sun against the mountain peaks on the
other side of the valley from where we stood. Our motel was
still shadowed by the mountains behind us. It was inspiring and
refreshing to see a sunrise from this perspective. We packed up
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all of our gear, then grabbed a quick snack from the breakfast
bar in the motel, fueled up the bikes and continued on our
pilgrimage west on I-70.
Tunnels are always fun things when riding a motorcycle
through them. The rumble of a Harley motor echoes like music
for the soul as the sound envelopes your body. The vibration of
the sound waves seem as if they’re bouncing from in front of
me, beside me and behind me all at once. Rolling from natural
light to the artificial light of the tunnel and back into the bright
natural sunlight requires some refocus of the road ahead, and
just as I began to exit the tunnel, I heard the most terrifying
screeching, metal on metal sound emanating all around me.
It drowned out the pulsing drone of my motor. I rolled off the
throttle and tried to evaluate what was creating the noise. For
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We’ll provide the books
The Armchair Motorist has been serving
the national and international
automobile book market for over 50
years with “New and Out of Print”
materials. A large “in stock” inventory of
over 6,000 books on automobiles,
racing, biographies and historical
materials are available for the enthusiast
via the internet or by appointment for
viewing. Occasional collections on
aircraft, trains and boats also are carried

armchair motorist
Automotive and other fine books
SPRING 2021

but not stocked in quantity. The stock
mainly deals with books, not manuals,
but some rare technical items do show
up and are inventoried. Inquiries are
invited for such technical material and
“want lists” are maintained. A search
service is offered with nearly 100%
success on many rare volumes. A large
inventory is maintained on most import
vehicles with marques such as Alfa
Romeo, Bugatti, Porsche, MG, Aston
Martin, Bentley, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari,
Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and of course
the “Big Three” Ford, GM and Chrysler.
Small marques are well represented with
stock from Abarth to Zagato.
Check out our inventory at:
www.ArmchairMotorist.com
Phone enquiries to 416 727 0441
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a moment I figured something bad had
happened to my thus far, reliable ride.
Motor bearing? Nope, still powering and
running smooth. Transmission bearing?
Nope, still feeling smooth as I pull in the
clutch lever. Brakes worn? Nope, I rarely
use my brakes and installed new pads
at home before I left on this trip. Once
I exited the tunnel the sound left my
immediate surroundings, and the source
was revealed. The culprit was a long
freight train rolling along the Colorado
River shoreline, riding the brakes and
using this dynamic braking to prevent
a runaway train. It was the grinding of
the steel-on-steel train wheels echoing
in the tunnel that had startled me. The
bike was as good as ever, happily eating
up the asphalt down the other side of the
mountain.
We were now riding through Glenwood
Canyon. This canyon is 1300 feet deep
with the Colorado River cutting through

“

Tunnels are always fun things when riding a
motorcycle through them. The rumble of a Harley motor
echoes like music for the soul...

”

it. Through the mountains, the railroads
usually run parallel alongside the rivers
as do the highways. They were built this
way because following the rivers provided
the easiest, most direct pass through the
mountains. The Colorado River followed
along beside us for most of the morning
with a freight train rolling along steadily
just behind. The highway through this
canyon pass is a testament to brilliant
American engineering considering all of
the tunnels and bridges we navigated.
There’s a portion of the westbound
I-70 that is elevated 80 feet above the east
bound lanes and is perched high atop
huge concrete piers. There are sections
here where the canyon walls are so close
to the highway it felt as if you could
stretch out your hand and touch them
as we rolled along at highway speeds.
We were barely 2 hours into this day’s
ride and I was already bursting with
anticipation of our adventure ahead.
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Continuing on through the mountains,
they faded away around us and opened
up to what I refer to as the badlands. I
began thinking of the old western movies
of settlers moving across the country
heading west for a new, prosperous life.
Ridges, canyons and tumble weeds fed
my imagination with thoughts of the
indigenous peoples defending their

territory from these foreign intruders.
As the flat open dirt canyon starts to
enter into yet another geological wonder
the highway begins to steepen in grade.
Winding around red rocks and bluffs,
our motorcycles powered up 1000 feet in
elevation in only 8 minutes to a pull off at
Black Dragon Canyon. This is an unusual,
natural phenomena where 50-million-
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year-old rocks are exposed from erosion.
Being among the varying shades of red
rocks and dirt is like standing on another
planet compared to where we just had just
been. The strange colouring is caused by
the iron oxide in the soils.
Riding on through the high plains, the
heat became more intense. We stopped
periodically for a quick sip of water and
to apply sunscreen. We pushed on and
soon found Interstate 15 at the end of
I-70. We swung south onto I-15 and felt
the heat become more intense than it was
just an hour before. The speed limit is
now 80 mph (180kph). Cars and trucks
passed us like we were standing still.
Even an SUV pulling two snowmobiles
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on a trailer passed us. We bumped up the
cruise control to 180km/h then 190km/h.
Staying behind the trailered sleds, I
couldn’t help but think what a strange
juxtaposition seeing snowmobiles in this
July heat. Where would they find snow?
Settling in for the last couple hours of
riding for the day, St. George was only 125
miles ahead of us. First, we’ll find Zion
Harley-Davidson since they had a BBQ set
up and waiting for us. By us, I mean all of
the attendees of the Sturgis Rally.
Be sure to see part 2 of Ken’s epic
western trip in the upcoming summer
issue of Moto/ology magazine!
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WHEN FORD HAD A
BETTER IDEA
The Ford Motor Company has produced
vehicles in Canada since it arrived in 1904
and established facilities across the country.

Main Picture: Ford’s first Canadian manufacturing facility was set up at
Walkerville, Ontario directly across the Detroit River from downtown Detroit.
The photo shows the plant and facilities as it appeared in c.1914 and this
remained the main Canadian manufacturing site for the next 40 years.
Above: As sales boomed, Ford of Canada quickly outgrew its facilities at
Walkerville and procured property to build a secondary plant on DuPont
Street in Toronto. This picture shows the recently completed building when
it opened in 1914. Below: The ubiquitpus Model T was produced in large
numbers and in many different versions throughout its long production
life. Here is an early 1920’s touring car version. The Model T was finally
replaced with the much-revised Madel “A” in 1927.

When Henry Ford decided to bring his cars to the world, the first place he chose to set up production
was Canada. Tim Miller documents one of the earliest international expansions by Ford.
Story & photos by Tim MIller, Moto|ology Contributor

T

oday, North American auto makers manufacture their
products with parts sourced from around the globe. Final
assembly is usually performed in plants located in Canada,
the US, and Mexico.
This process has evolved over the past few decades, but the building
of cars in North America was strictly a national practice at one time.
Over 100 years ago, the Ford Motor Company was the largest of
the world’s auto makers. It could not build enough of its Model T’s
to satisfy the motoring public. Based in Michigan, Ford had gigantic
facilities in the Detroit area but also satellite plants across the United
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States and eventually in major foreign centers as well.
Ford’s first foray outside of the US was in Canada,
establishing a plant in Walkerville, Ontario, now a part of
Windsor and right across the river from Detroit. In 1904
the Ford Motor Company of Canada was established and
started with building the Model C. It continued with small
quantities of newer models, and then, production of the
famous Model T began in 1908.
As the company grew, building more and more cars,
the Walkerville plant also grew, and was Ford’s main
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plant for the next 40 years. Trucks were
also produced there, along with a large
amount of military vehicles during World
War II. Some Mercury models came from
Walkerville, as well as early versions of
the Canada-only Meteor and Monarch.
But by the early 1950s Ford needed a
bigger place to manufacture its vehicles,
and in 1953 built its Oakville Assembly.
Still in use today, Oakville has expanded
greatly over the decades, building a wide
range of cars and trucks, and presently
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Street facility. In December of 1925 the building was sold, and
two years after that, Ford moved out. The reinforced concrete
structure was used for the assembly of telephones between
1923-1925, and eventually used for commercial and retail
purposes with condos on its upper floors.
By 1924 construction was well under way for the Dupont
facility replacement at the corner of Danforth and Victoria
Park in a relatively underdeveloped area of Toronto. The
new building assembled Model T’s, Model A’s, and V8 Fords
until the company decided to consolidate operations of the
Walkerville and Danforth plants with the modern, new
Oakville plant in 1953.
Left: The Danforth Avenue assembly plant in Toronto replaced the
Dupont Street works around 1924. This photo shows the Danforth
facilities in the mid-to late 1930’s. Far Left: The recently completed
and freshly painted offices at the Danforth Avenue plant in Toronto,
Ontario just prior to its opening in 1924. Below: To cater to demand
in the fast-growing western market, Ford of Canada opened this
assembly plant in Burnaby BC in 1938.

assembles the company’s successful line
of small crossover CUVs.
While Walkerville was churning out as
many Model T’s as possible, Ford needed
more space, and by 1914 had built the
Dupont Street Assembly Plant in Toronto
to replace the outdated Richmond Street
facility. Ford paid $250,000 for the former
Miller Cartage property, but finding a
property with special needs was not easy.
“An interesting point in connection
with the deal proves the difficulty of
obtaining factory sites with railroad
facilities in Toronto,” noted a September
1913 piece in the Toronto Evening
Telegram. “No less than 17 agents had
been endeavouring to locate the company
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in the past three months.” The “Tely”
added that the property was adjacent to
a main line and siding of the Canadian
Pacific Railway.
An edition of the Ford Times
highlighted several features of the
new building, including its fire-proof
construction, a test track on the roof, a
large retail showroom, and a 12,000-foot
service area.
“This building will be similar in style
and construction to those in the United
States,” read the Times report, “where
there are a chain of 18 of them in as many
American cities.”
With the buoyant economy of the
1920’s, Ford soon outgrew its Dupont
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Architect for the Danforth building was the noted industrial
architect Albert Kahn. Based in his hometown of Detroit, Kahn
was prominent in the design of buildings for many auto makers.
He is also known for his work with large apartment blocks,
office buildings, and houses. Some of his car industry’s clients
include Packard, General Motors, and the Dominion Tire Plant
in Kitchener. Not only did he design Ford buildings such as
the Danforth assembly plant, he was the architect for Ford’s
massive Rouge complex, the Ford Rotunda, and Willow Run.
Nash Motors was also trying to established a foothold in
Canada in the early 1950’s and took over the Danforth building
from Ford. Car assembly was slow but steady at first, and Nash
merged with Hudson in 1954 (which in turn, shut down its
Tilbury facility) to become American Motors. The Ramblers
of AMC were very popular, and AMC built its own plant in
Brampton, Ontario. This is still in use today by FCA assembling
certain Chrysler and Dodge models. The old Ford Danforth site
today is now the home of a large shopping mall.
The Windsor and Toronto-area plants of Ford have been
the big guns of the company in Canada. Not only did they
satisfy domestic production over the last century, but here Ford

also built many vehicles for their foreign markets, especially
countries with ties to the British Empire such as India, Australia
and New Zealand.
Ford established several assembly works across Canada to
take care of domestic and foreign production. Plants were
established in St. John, Montreal, Winnipeg (operated from
1915-1941), Regina, Calgary, Vancouver (1919-1938), and in
Burnaby, BC, which began operations in 1938 and carried on
until the building sold in 1964. These smaller service buildings
would receive major components from manufacturing plants,
enabling them to build vehicles on a regional basis.
One of Ford of Canada’s biggest operations was very
prominent in the production of cars but had a short life.
The St. Thomas assembly plant, situated on 635 acres of land
in Southwestern Ontario opened in 1967 and produced various
lines of Ford, Mercury, and Lincoln cars. It closed in 2011 after
producing about eight million cars. Most of the plant’s buildings
have since been demolished.
Ford has also had several engine and casting plants in Canada
over the years, and at present the Windsor and Essex engine
facilities remain open.

HELP US RECRUIT MORE MOTO/OLOGY READERS!

The power plant section of the Danforth Avenue assembly plant in Toronto under construction just prior to 1924. The water tower appears to be
complete and the scaffolding is still in place around the almost completed brickwork on the walls of the power plant.
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THERE IT IS...
GONE

Where their factories once stood is repurposed land now, but Avro Canada and its predecessors and successors along with Orenda
Engines built wooden trainers, fleets of deadly wartime bombers, cold war jet fighters, advanced interceptors and even a flying
saucer. Here they made supersonic jet engines that rivalled the world’s best and one of the very first jet-powered airliners.

Don’t look now,
but our history
and heritage is
slipping away...

was, however one last vestige of this area’s
illustrious aeronautical past still standing.
Behind the International Trade Centre
and facing onto Derry Road beside the
railway tracks, was the old Orenda Engine
plant. This is where they had designed,
built and tested the mighty Iroquois
turbojets for the revered Avro Arrow
and other engines for the early post-war
Canadian aircraft like the CF100 Canuck
and the almost stillborn Avro Jetliner. I
had noticed that while the plant was still
there, it was pretty well deserted after
its previous owners, Hawker Siddeley/
British Aerospace had sold the property
to Magellan Aerospace. I had driven up
an adjacent street to get around to the
backside of the buildings to see if there
were still any familiar landmarks that I
could remember from my youth when
these facilities were in their heyday.
There to my surprise were the still-extant
rectangular “silos” pointing vertically
in the air, just as they had done back in

the 1950’s. I remembered as a youngster
riding my bike out here and hearing the
screeching noise of the jet engines being
run-up in static tests in those vertical
structures. Now I must point out that with
the cancellation of the Arrow, all work
on the magnificent Iroquois also ceased,
so the engines I was hearing in the early
sixties were no doubt other less-exotic
machines for the less exotic aircraft of the
day. The Orenda works had been taken
over by Hawker Siddeley, I believe as a test
and repair facility so I assume they were
running up Pratt & Whitney, Rolls-Royce
and GE products for such mundane things
as CF104 Starfighters, CF101 Voodoos, CF5s and perhaps even droll, civil airliners.
So, just the other day, seeing as I was
in the area for another unrelated errand,
I decided that I’d slide by and perhaps
take a couple of pictures for my upcoming
article. I figured I’d get at least one of the
empty lot where the Avro/Victory Aircraft
plant once stood and perhaps two, three

Main: The first of the fabled Avro Arrows, RL201 being rolled out at Malton in October 1957. Below:
There was even a flying saucer built at the Malton works. The Avro Canada VZ-9AV AvroCar was to be a
revolutionary way to move and support troops, but became a bit of a disappointment to say the least.

Story by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher
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edge of postwar research, design and development. There was
even an actual flying saucer here! The plant itself is long gone now.
Reduced to a rubble-strewn vacant field with weeds pushing up
through antediluvian concrete, the property which saw so many
historic milestones and breakthroughs now sits barren and empty
across from the city’s International Trade Centre– itself a repurposed part of the Avro/Orenda works – all in a remote corner
of the airport property.
When I was last in the neighborhood in previous years there
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B

ack last summer when I was working on the article
about the old De Havilland Canada plant in the Toronto,
Canada suburb of Downsview, (please see Moto/ology
Summer 2020 issue) I got to thinking I should also write
something about the old Avro Canada/Victory Aircraft plant that
once occupied the north-east corner of the Toronto International
Airport property in the old town of Malton. Like the De Havilland
works, the Avro facility was another allied powerhouse of aircraft
production during World War II, as well as being on the cutting
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Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Photo courtesy of the Marchant Family

During the WW2 years, Victory Aircraft manufactured some 430 Avro Lancaster bombers for the war
effort. Here the pattern aircraft, R5727 is officially recieved upon its arrival from England.

When the plant was operating as Victory Aircraft during the WW2 years, over
3000 Avro Anson bomber/gunnery and wireless trainers were produced there.
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The Orenda Iroquois turbojet that was to power the ill-fated Arrow was absolutely state-of-the-art in aero-engine design when it debuted in the mid-tolate fifties. It was envisaged that hundreds of these powerplants would be built. It is now believed there is now only one left in the National Aerospace
Museum in Ottawa with another in a university and yet one other possibly in private hands. None are believed to be functional.

was a new kind of glitzy building with a
large “MAGELLAN” sign on it and next to
it where the Orenda plant was supposed to
be was a broad, flat graded dirt field with a
smallish pile of broken concrete and earth
upon it. They’d knocked it down… the

entire thing, silos and all! I was saddened
and perturbed that I couldn’t get my
personal piece of historical documentation
that I had wanted to capture. Once again, I
had waited too long.

Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

or maybe four shots of the remains of the
venerable, old Orenda plant. As I drove
along Derry Road, coming from the east
heading west, I swivelled my head about
scanning all along the south side of the
road. There it was… gone! Before my eyes
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This isn’t meant to be critical about any
current aircraft manufacturer in general,
or Magellan in particular or a rant about
anyone’s business dealings or priorities.
These businesses are the inheritors of a

very dignified and proud past in Canadian
aviation and they continue to produce and
develop cutting-edge technologies that are
used by manufacturers all over the world.
I understand that when you’re sitting on

The Avro Canada CF100 was Canada’s first home-grown fighter/interceptor produced after WW2. It was well-suited to
all-weather and high arctic operations. The type was quite successful and was also supplied to a couple of NATO allies.
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Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

For information and background on vintage
Feather Craft Boats be sure to check out the
enthusiast’s website at: https://www.feathercraft.ne

Avro Arrow interceptors on the assembly line at Malton just befpre the federal government’s
cancellation of the program and subsequent destruction of all the “evidence”.

I am relaying this experience here for
two reasons, partially as a reminder to
myself and as an alert to others. If you
see something important, historical or
interesting to yourself or you think it
may be to others and you feel you should
document it for posterity, for heaven’s sake
don’t delay. Progress doesn’t care or wait for
anything or anyone anymore. Go and see
it, get it, record it, film it, photograph it or
otherwise document it, because before you
know it, it may very well be gone and will
cease to exist, except in your memories.

The Flying Boatmen and their
fabulous Feather Crafts!
Along with some smaller bits, this is all that remains of the Avro
Arrow Program: part of a decapitated nose section with the front
landing gear, a couple of wing fragments with some of the main
gear and a hulk of an Iroquois engine in The Canada Aviation
and Space Museum in Ottawa. Everything, including tooling and
documentation was ordered destroyed and scrapped. Now, even
the plants where they were built are gone.
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BE SURE
TO CHECK
OUT THESE
FASCINATING
WEBSITES!
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I

n 1953, Colonel Scott Fellows of
the U.S. Air Force was stationed at
the McGhee-Tyson Airforce Base
in Knoxville, Tennessee amid the many
lakes and rivers of the area. A creative kind of guy, he
envisioned the boating equivalent to the popular airshow
acts of the time and decided it would be a good idea to “put
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Photos courtesy of “The Flying Boatmen” Facebook site

a few million or even billion dollars worth
of real estate that is no longer useful or
productive in its previous iteration, it’s not
only prudent to repurpose that property, it’s
necessary. I’m sure this is what the present
owners intend to do to keep competitive
and relevant.
With that said, it still kind of grieves me
that the old stuff I grew up with now only
exists in my mind’s eye and the older I get,
actually the older we all get, the more these
memories run the risk of being embellished,
edited or just plain forgotten. Details
get sketchy and accuracy is questionable
to the point that the memories may not
really be memories at all, but almost pure
invention grown from a very small seed
of truth. I suppose that’s the purpose
and responsibility of the true historian,
to correct the translations and keep the
details and accuracies alive and relevant,
otherwise everything from the past through
the present and into the future becomes
founded in nonsense.
Anyway, for me I’ll always remember
those sticky-hot summer days long before
anyone coined the terms “global warming”
or “climate change” when we rode our bikes
far and wide and sometimes all the way
to those big factories by the airport where
we could hear the loud screeching of jet
engines coming from a place where there
were no airplanes.

on a show”, but on water. He formed the Flying Boatmen
Club and recruited a few members.
For the fascinating history of The Flying Boatmen
demonstration team and their Feather Craft boats visit the
commemorative Facebook site at:

https://www.facebook.com/flyingboatmen/
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REALLY
DOUBLYBIG...

By Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher with media information from WinGD.
Illustrations courtesy of and used with permission of WinGD.

I

n our last issue we brought you the
lo-down on the gigantic 14-cylinder
WinGD RT-Flex96C ship engine,
which at the time was the largest engine
in the world. Well, our friends at WinGD
haven’t been resting on their laurels!
Time marches on along with research,
development and new technologies.
This past January, the folks at WinGD
won another Guinness World Record by
producing and verifying the most powerful
dual-fuel ship’s engine to date. So here,
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we’d like to introduce you to the enormous
WinGD 12X92DF.
The manufacturer has been producing
this behemoth of an engine since 2019 and
has touted it as the most powerful dual-fuel
engine currently being built. (It runs on
Natural Gas as well as other fuels.) With
the recent certification by Guinness World
Records as the most powerful Otto-cycle
engine ever built, it’s now official.
The following was stated in the engine
manufacturer’s media release.
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In tests carried out at engine builder
CSSC-MES Diesel Co (CSSC-CMD) and
verified by Guinness World Records, for
the official record title, ‘Most powerful
marine IC engine (otto cycle) commercially
available’, the 2,140-tonne engine
demonstrated a power of 63,840 kW at a
speed of 80 rpm. These super-sized engines
are fueled from 18,600 cubic metre (cbm)
tanks, containing enough liquefied natural
gas (LNG) to sail from Asia to Europe
round-trip, and will propel nine 23,000 TEU
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containerships operated by the world-leading
French shipping and logistics company,
CMA CGM.
These ships are the world’s biggest
LNG-powered vessels. In November 2017,
Rodolphe Saadé, Chairman and CEO of
the CMA CGM Group, decided to make
CMA CGM the first ship-operator to use
ultra-large container ships fueled by LNG.
These vessels are the result of seven years
of research and development, and feature
a concentration of technological
innovations.
WinGD CEO Klaus Heim said:
“The future uptake of LNG as a
marine fuel is being driven by large
merchant vessels with two-stroke
engines, where the savings – and
the environmental benefits – are
the greatest. We are delighted with
this achievement, which was made
possible by CMA CGM’s strong
vision and close cooperation with
engine builder CSSC-CMD and
Bureau Veritas. The 12X92DF is not
just the biggest dual-fuel engine in
our portfolio – it is now officially the
most powerful engine of its type in
the world.”
Guinness World Records Vice
President, Neil Foster said of the
achievement: “The WinGD marine
internal combustion engine is
thoroughly deserving of its Guinness
World Records title. Records for
engineering excellence never fail to
fascinate, and this title is testament
to the skill of the team at WinGD
that had the vision and dedication to deliver
the technology behind the title.”
The 12X92DF is further evidence of
WinGD’s commitment to accelerate
sustainability within the shipping industry.
The market-leading X-DF range of dualfuel engines enables the efficient use of
LNG as a marine fuel. LNG-fueled vessels
significantly minimise air pollution caused
by emissions of SOx, fine particulates and
NOx while offering a substantial reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions. Like other
engines in the X-DF range it is ready for
use, with no modifications required, once
carbon-neutral fuels including methane
produced from biomass or renewable
electricity become available. These engines
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are playing an important role in helping
shipping reach its target of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions by 50% by 2050
and eliminating emissions as quickly as
possible thereafter.
The ground-breaking engine series draws
on design and field experience earned
through an installed base of more than
100 X-DF engines logging nearly 1 million
running hours with almost another 400
X-DF engines on order. This development
and scaling up of these most cost-effective
and most widely used dual-fuel engines
positions WinGD and the X-DF series to
play a pivotal role in the maritime industry’s
transition to clean fuels.
12X92DF engine specifications
Bore: 920 mm
Stroke: 3468 mm
Speed: 80 rpm
Power: 63,840 kW
Mass: 2,140 t
Length: 22.87m
Total height: 15.92m

World Record 12X92DF
The WinGD 12X92DF with a 92 cm bore
and 12-cylinders, is the largest low-pressure,
low-speed LNG fuelled X92DF engine and
has gained the official GUINNESS WORLD
RECORDS™ title as the most powerful
marine internal combustion engine (Ottocycle) commercially available.
The engine has been chosen to power
CMA CGM’s nine state-of-the-art mega
containerships. These will be the world’s
first and largest 23,000 TEU LNG-powered
containerships carrying goods between Asia

and Europe. The engine boasts an impressive
power output rating of 63,840 kW at 80 rpm
and its performance provides a thermal
efficiency of 51-53%, depending on the
selected rating point, with the relevant load
range of 60-90%.
Check out the video of the remarkable
feat of building the GUINNESS WORLD
RECORDS most powerful dual-fuel engine
in the world. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EYTq4yY4fLg
LNG as a modern fuel for shipping
LNG is the best solution today for
preserving air quality and represents a
significant commitment to accelerating the
energy transition of the shipping industry.
The line of WinGD X92DF engines offer
the most sustainable emissions footprint
currently available, outperforming
expectations for NOx, SOx and PM
emissions and with CO2 levels over 20%
lower than typical diesel engines. With its
unique combination of Otto (lean burn) and
Diesel cycle technology these engines can
adapt for any of the potential sustainable
fuels of the future making them a secure
asset for a long time to come. Like other
engines in the X-DF range it is ready for
use, with no modifications required, once
carbon-neutral fuels including methane
produced from biomass or renewable
electricity become available.
The X-DF has been the best-selling dualfuel low-speed engine technology in the
maritime market since the second half of
2017. As well as the first gas-fuelled ULCSs,
the WinGD low-pressure X-DF technology
also powers the first LNG-fuelled Aframax
shuttle tankers with VOC recovery and also
powers very large crude oil carriers.
WinGD also works in close cooperation
with shipowners like CMA CGM to provide
training for crew by supplying 3D training
simulators that simulate all the engine
functions and engine room operations and
procedures including emergencies such as
fires and blackouts. Once the vessel sets
sail, a team of remote experts remain close
at hand via virtual links to monitor engine
performance and to connect crews with an
expert to troubleshoot, if required.
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BIG SHIPS BRING
BIG CHANGES
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he liquid natural gas-powered CMA CGM Jacques
Saadé is the first of a class of truly huge containerships
rated at 23,000 TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Units),
that is, this vessel can pack aboard the equivalent of 23 thousand
of these twenty-foot containers and deliver the load more than
half way around the world quickly and economically. A total
of nine of these leviathons is either under construction or has
already been delivered to the owners, the international French
shipping giant CMA CGM.
The ships are being constructed at two Chinese shipyards
located in the Shanghai area and they are the result of years of
research, development and testing.
These nine state-of-the-art mega containerships boast very
advanced technologically as the massive dual-fuel WinGD
12X92DF 12-cylinder engine has been chosen to power CMA
CGM’s new fleet. These vessels are the world’s first and largest
23,000 TEU LNG-powered containerships and are slated to carry
goods between Asia and Europe, making the entire round-trip
journey on one fueling. The LNG fuel is a low-sulfur alternative
to regular fuel, making the ships much more friendly to the
environment as well as more efficient.
The Jacques Saadé is truly gargantuan in size measuring
400 metres (1,312 ft 4 in) long, 61.3 metres (201 ft 1 in) wide,
and 33.5 metres (109 ft 11 in) deep. Each of the ships can carry
a deadweight tonnage of 220,000 DWT and although they are
huge, they only require a crew of 25 to man them. The integral
LNG fuel tank within the hull holds 18,600 cubic metres of
liquified natural gas, sufficient to give the ship more than 2
months of autonomous operation. The 63,840 kW WinGD LNGfueled engine provides a maximum speed of approximately 22
knots and an average cruise speed of 12.4 knots while providing
very high efficiencies.
LNG powered vessels are seen as the best near-term solution
to reducing pollutants and emissions and are the frontline in the
shipping industry’s fight against global warming. CMA CGM,
has commissioned these advanced vessels to convert the shipping
industry’s energy usage to a much cleaner, more responsible level.
The CMA CGM Jacques Saadé is one of the largest container
ships in the world. What makes it even more special is the fact
that it is also the first large containership to be powered entirely
by this new, more efficient and cleaner LNG technology.

THIS LATEST CLASS OF CMA CGM MEGA-CONTAINERSHIPS ARE TRULY
MASSIVE BUT MORE THAN THAT, THESE NEW VESSELS ARE BRINGING A
CLEAN REVOLUTION TO THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY. FUELED BY LIQUID
NATURAL GAS, THESE SUPERSHIPS LEAVE A COMPARITIVELY SMALL
ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT BY LOWERING HARMFUL EMISSIONS AND
PARTICULATES TO UNPRECEDENTED LEVELS.
By Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher.
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SUMMERTIME AND THE LIVING IS EASY!
By the time our next issue rolls around in
approximately 3 months... the vaccination
process should be well underway here in
Canada... hopefully. The confusion and
bumbling that we’ve witnessed in this
rollout will, with any luck, be behind us
and we can catch back up with the rest of
the third world. Moto/ology will be there
with some very interesting new stories to
tickle your summertime fancies.

SUMMER PASTIMES

We’ll have our motorized toys and things
out of hibernation. A long, happy look at
summer pastimes is overdue. Things like
boating, flying, riding motorcycles, touring
in your sportscar with the top down or
pounding around a racetrack or down a
dragstrip in your fave racer or musclecar is
always good for the soul.

FLYING THINGS

Yep! As soon as things get the go-ahead
we’re visiting some local spots!
Airports, flying demonstrations and local
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airplane collections and museums. All these
items are on our “hit-list” for this summer.

We’ll see how they came into being, lived the
good life, then passed into history.

LOTS MORE FROM THE
LEFT COAST

MORE PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS

We’ll have a couple of items from Royce
Rumsey, our “cool contact” from out west.
There’s a wonderful story about a wonderful
day with a wonderful and legendary carguy! We can hardly wait!

MORE BIKE STUFF

Ken Van Wyck and his epic journey west.
Part 2 of his View From The Saddle article
takes him and his travelling pals through
the Grand Canyon, off on a dash to the
Nevada/Arizona State line and back up to
Sturgis and its Motorcycle Rally-to-end-allmotorcycle rallys! Should be a fabtastic trip!

MORE BOAT RACING STUFF
Tim Miller looks at some fascinating boat
racing machines, people and stories!
Tim’s going to give us an in-depth look at a
couple of legendary Canadian boat-racing
personalities and their awesome machines.

MAGAZINE

John Wright once again has more
interviews with interesting people from
the world of motoring. John has the goods
on more personalites than you can shake a
shift-lever at! He’ll continue his practise of
giving us the lo-down on some fascinating
and different folk not normally found in
other publications. John also has another
project coming that he’s promised to clue us
in on. We’ll just have to wait and see what he
comes up with.

FEEDBACK!

We’ll be featuring some more comments
from our readers! Check them out and by
all means please send yours in! Speak out
and talk back to us! Make yourself heard!

Photo by Doug Switzer

...AT LEAST WE HOPE SO!

Photo by Ken Van Wyck

UP NEXT ISSUE

AND MUCH MORE!

Watch for the Summer Issue of Moto|ology,
coming soon!
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